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T-Unit of Measure 
 

The 'T' unit of measure can be used when you have the situation where you need to price your items 

to your customer in Each’s and more than 2 places beyond the decimal point is required.  This unit of 

measure triggers the system to move the decimal point over 3 positions. All pricing displays as per 

thousand pricing. 

 

Option for Unit Price on Invoice to Print as Decimal 

 

The unit of measure would be setup like this. 

 

 
 

To setup up this unit of measure In GUI - at the unit of measure field, select the Query button, then 

the folder to position you in the Unit of measure setup. Setup unit of measure as shown above. 

 

You will need to go into Flexible formatting and make one change to your flexible format for your 

invoice. You will need to have a 'D' setup in the type field on field 31. When the invoice prints, it will 

move the positioning of the decimal point over three positions. In other words, if you have an item 

that would sell for $210.25 / M, it will display as .21025 EACH when it prints on the invoice. 

 

The selling unit of measure will need to be setup as T in the customer item master for this form. If 

you wish to have the cost also display as EACH on the Purchase order to the vendor, T can also be 

used as the Cost Unit of measure as well (On PO - field 22 - Enter a D in the option field to recognize 

change). 

 

The display on the screen in both order entry and billing will display as $210.25 / T. 

 

By Using the T unit of measure - this can help with rounding discrepancies when you purchase an 

item in M and then sell for fractional pennies. 


